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T1 Universal Chase and Tools

A. SL-2414 Universal Chase
B. SL-2791 Assembly Adjust Die Cut Block T1
C. SL-2355 Punch Holder (1/4”) #5845 1/4” Punch
D. SL-2337 Punch Holder (1/8”) #5818 1/8” Punch
E. SL-2413 Punch Holder (5/64”) #5841 5/64” Punch 
F. SL-2312 Platen Assembly  

The T1 Univseral Chase (A) is used to mount hole punch and strike perf/slit tooling in the T1 tooling station.
All T1 Universal Chase tooling is used with the SL-2312 Platen Assembly (F).
T1 Universal Chase tooling can NOT be used with any T1 Multi-tool platen assembly.
Punch (C,D,E) and strike perf/slit holders (B) can be positioned side to side and are secured with a brass tipped set screw.
All punch tools are self cleaning, side port eject tools.
The three hole sizes shown (C,D,E) are “in-stock” items. 
Other diameter hole punch tools and punch holders are available as “non-standard” items.
5/64” diameter holes (E) are used with plastic snaps (accordion photo books, CD/DVD cases, etc).
1/8” diameter holes (D) are commonly used for tags.
1/4” diameter holes (C) are commonly used for three ring binders, etc.
The strike perf/slit holder (B) uses standard “precision” perforating and slitting material.
A machined slot in the strike perf/slit holder ensures proper alignment.
The maximum work length, with each impression cycle, using the strike perf/slit holder (B) is .75”.
Hole punches and “precision” perf/slit material can be replaced when worn.
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T1 Hole Punch Chase (Special, 1/4” Square)

A. SL-2442 Square Hole Punch Chase (1/4” x 1/4”)(3.625” centers)(punches on 45 degree angle)
B. 5845 1/4” x 1/4” Square Hole Punch
C. SL-2312 Platen Assembly

Some hole punch tooling can not be mounted on a Universal Chase due to the punch size/shape/orientation.
In these cases, special chases are designed and manufactured to hold the punch tools.
The SL-2395 Chase (A) and 5845 Punches (B) are used to make “notched style” matchbook business cards.
Using the 1/4” square punches mounted on a 45 degree angle, with .125” gutter cut slitting blades, creates finished  
business cards with a 1/8” notch on each side of the card.
5845 punches (B) are self cleaning punches with a side waste eject port.
The SL-2395 Chase (A) and 5845 Punches (B) must be used with the SL-2312 Platen Assembly on the T1 tooling station.
The SL-2395 Chase (A) is not adjustable. Punch positions are machined for proper spacing and orientation.
Custom configuration chases are available as “non-standard” items.
Punch tools 5845 (B) can be removed and replaced when worn.
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T1 Hole Punch Chase (Special, 5/32” X 1/2” Obround)

A. SL-2578 Hole Punch Chase (5/32” x 1/2” obround)(3.75” centers)
B. SL-2627 Hole Punch Chase (5/32” x 1/2” obround)(91mm centers)
C. 5874 5/32” x 1/2” Obround Hole Punch
D. SL-2626 Hole Punch Chase (5/32” x 1/2” obround)(91mm centers)
E. SL-2312 Platen Assembly

Some hole punch tooling can not be mounted on a Universal Chase due to the punch size/shape/orientation.
In these cases, special chases are designed and manufactured to hold the punch tools.
The SL-2578, SL-2627 and SL-2626 Chases (A/B/D) are used to hold 5/32” x 1/2” obround punches (C).
SL-2578, SL-2627 and SL-2626 Chases (A/B/D) are used in the T1 tooling station with the SL-2312 Platen Assembly (E).
5874 Punches (C) are used to create slots in photo ID cards, luggage tags and similar products.
Chase SL-2578 (A) is used to punch a slot at the side of a 3.5” wide card (with a .25” gutter between cards).
Chase SL-2627 (B) is used to punch a slot at the side of a 80mm wide photo ID card (with a 6mm gutter between cards).
Chase SL-2626 (D) is used to punch a slot at the center top of a 80mm wide photo ID card (with a 6mm gutter between 
cards).
5874 punches (B) are self cleaning punches with a side waste eject port.
SL-2578, SL-2627 and SL-2626 Chases (A/B/D) are not adjustable. Punch positions are machined for proper spacing and 
orientation.
Custom configuration chases are available as “non-standard” items.
Punch tools 5874 (C) can be removed and replaced when worn.
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T1 Universal Chase with Die Cut Tooling

A. SL-2414 Universal Chase
B. SL-2757 Die Holder
C. NN-3068A Round Corner Pop Out Card
D. NN-3068B Corner Die Cut Slots
E. SL-2685 T1 Multi-tool  

The T1 Univseral Chase (A) is used to mount the flexible die cutting die in the T1 tooling station.
All T1 Universal Chase tooling shown on this page is used with the SL-2685 T1 Multi-tool Assembly (E).
T1 Universal Chase tooling can NOT be used with the T1 SL-2312 Platen Assembly.
Die Holder (B) can be positioned side to side and is secured with brass tipped set screws.
Round Corner Pop Out Card die (C) die cuts the top and bottom of the pop out card (with round corners). 
The vertical die cut/perf, to complete the pop out card, is applied in the T2 tooling station.
The Round Corner Pop Out Card die can ONLY be used with the Zip-TS2L with Multi-tool option.
The Round Corner Pop Out Card Die (C) is a 3.5” wide card with 3/16” radius corners.
Different width pop out cards and/or different corner radius dies are available as “non-standard” items.
The Corner Die Cut Slot die (D) die cuts angled slots to hold business cards (and similar width products).
The Corner Die Cut Slot die (D) can be used with the Zip-CSCL and Zip-TS2L with Multi-tool option.
The Corner Die Cut Slot die (D) is made to hold 3.5” wide products.
Up and down spacing between die cut slots is programmable for different height products.
Different spacing between die cut slots is available as a “non-standard” items.
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T1 Multi-tool (Up/Down Crease) and Chase

A. SL-2686 T1 Multi-tool (Up/Down Crease) Chase (shown w/2 pt creasing rule and #50 creasing matrix)
B. SL-2662 T1 Multi-tool
 

The T1 Multi-tool is an optional feature for the Mark IV, Zip-CSCL and Zip-TS2L models.
Once the Multi-tool option is installed, customers can easily switch between Multi-tool and single function T1 tooling.
The T1 Multi-tool (A & B) use standard letterpress creasing rule and matrix.
The T1 Multi-tool (A & B) allows up and/or down cross creasing in a single pass through the machine.
Up/down cross creasing is important for products including: perfect bound book covers, “Z” and accordion fold cards, etc..
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T2 Universal Chase and Strike Slit/Perf Holders

A. SL-2414 Universal Chase
B. SL-2796 Assembly Adjust Die Cut Block T2
  Perf-Litho-8  (not shown)
  Slit-Litho  (not shown)
 

The T2 Universal Chase (A) is used to mount strike perf/slit tooling in the T2 tooling station.
The strike perf/slit holder (B) uses standard “precision” perforating and slitting material.
Strike perf/slit holders (B) can be positioned side to side and are secured with a brass tipped set screws.
A machined slot in the strike perf/slit holder ensures proper alignment.
8 teeth per inch precision perforating material is a “standard”, in-stock item.
Other teeth per inch precision perforation material is available as a “non-standard” item.
Precision slit material is a “standard”, in-stock item.
“Precision” perf/slit materials can be replaced when worn.

The maximum length precision perf/slit material that can be mounted in the holder is 1.25”.

Strike perf/slit longer than 1.25” are created with a “step and repeat” process. 

Using the strike perf/slit with “step and repeat” programming, different length strike perfs/slits can be applied.

Multiple strike slit/perf holders can be mounted on the universal chase.

Multiple strike slits/perfs can be applied to the product.

Minimum spacing between strike slits/perfs is .635” using the SL-2738 holders (B).

Strike perfs and strike slits can be added in combination.
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Perforating/Creasing/Cutting Rule Chase

A. SL-2363 Perf/Crease/Cut Rule Chase (shown with perforating rule and ejecting foam mounted)
B. SL-2363 Perf/Crease/Cut Rule Chase (shown with 2 pt creasing rule mounted)
C. SL-2533 Creasing Rule (2 pt)
D. SL-2534 8 teeth per inch Perforating Rule
E. SL-2535 50 teeth per inch Perforating Rule
F. SL-2772 Die Cutting Rule
G. SL-2312 T1 Platen Assembly
 Matrix - Buff - 24 #40 Matrix  (not shown) 24” long
 Matrix - Wht - 24 #50 Matrix  (not shown) 24” long

The SL-2363 chase (A & B) can hold perforating, creasing and die cutting rules.
The SL-2363 chase (A & B) can be used in the T1 and/or T2 tooling stations.
When using the SL-2363 chase on the T1 station, the SL-2312 Platen Assembly (G) MUST be used.
Ejecting foam should always be used when perforating.
Because ejecting foam is required for perforating, most customers buy two SL-2363 chases. One set up with foam for  
perforating and one set up without foam for creasing/die cutting rule.
Full width perforating, cutting and creasing rule can be used, or modified rules can be used for partial width applications.
2 pt, creasing rule is “standard”, however other creasing rules are available as “non-standard” items.
#40 and #50 creasing matrix are “standard” and most commonly used with 2 pt creasing rule.
Other creasing matrix materials are available as “non-standard” items.
8 and 50 teeth per inch perfoarting rules are “standard”, however other perforating rules are available.
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T2 Blind Embossing Chase, Die and Counter

A. SL-2379 Embossing Chase
B.  Blind Embossing Die
C.  Blind Embossing Counter
D. TST1.25 Counter Mounting Tape (not shown) double sided tape
  

The T2 Blind Embossing Chase (A) is used to mount 16 gauge (.064”/1.63mm) dies in the T2 tooling station.
A .250” dowel pin on each end of the chase is used to locate and align the die to the chase.
The “standard” Blind Embossing Die (B) is a photo etched magnesium 16 gauge die.
Die (B) and counter (C) shown is a greeting card die with two embossing patterns. By cutting the counter in half, one side 
of the die can be used to emboss one pattern using the matching counter. The chase/die can be rotated (end for end) and 
the second pattern can be embossed using the matching counter. For two up greeting cards (and similar products) this  
provides two usable dies/counters with each die/counter purchased.
Another common die/counter combination is for three across business cards (not shown). In this case (and similar  
products) each die/counter is made for a single pattern across the width of the die/counter.
The Blind Emboss Counter (C) is molded on a fiberglass base,with a (.017”/.4318mm) base thickness.
Counter base thickness is critical for paper clearance when blind embossing.
Counters are mounted in the tooling station using Counter Mounting Tape: TST-1.25
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T1 Multi-tool and (Up/Up Rule) Chase

A. SL-2686 T1 Multi-tool (Up/Up Rule) Chase Assembly (shown w/2 x 2 pt creasing rules
B. SL-2685 T1 Multi-tool 
 

The T1 Multi-tool (B) with Up/Up Rule Chase (A) can be used in several different ways.
The Up/Up Rule Chase (A) can be configured with two creasing rules. Each rule can be used to apply a full width crease, or 
each rule can be machined to apply a partial cross crease. 
The photo above shows one creasing rule with a 3.5” wide center crease and the second creasing rule machined to apply 
two partial creases with a 3.5” center gap. This chase/rule configuration was used when running “Step”, “Tri-Fold Shutter” 
and “Shadowbox” cards. This configuration allows partial width center crease, edge creases or full width crease (using the 
center and edge crease at the same position on the paper). 
The Up/Up Rule Chase (A) can also be used with different combinations of rules:
Crease/partial die cutting rule for tab/slot closure products.
Crease/perforation (either can be full or partial width).
The T1 Multi-tool is an optional feature for the Mark IV, Zip-CSCL and Zip-TS2L models.
Once the Multi-tool option is installed, customers can easily switch between Multi-tool and single function T1 tooling.
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T1 Multi-tool (Down Crease/Up Hole Punch) Chase

A. SL-2758 T1 Multi-tool (Down Crease/Up Hole punch) Chase (Blank)
B. SL-2662 T1 Multi-tool 
 #5845 1/4” Punch (not shown)
 #5818 1/8” Punch (shown in chase)
 #5841 5/64” Punch (not shown)

The T1 Multi-tool (B) with Down Crease/Up Hole Punch Chase (A) can be mounted on a Mark IV Zip-CSCL or Zip-TS2L.
Once the Multi-tool option is installed, customers can easily switch between Multi-tool and single function T1 tooling.
The SL-2758 Chase (A) is manufactured as a “blank”. This means the chase is complete except the holes for the hole punch 
tools have not been machined in the chase.
The SL-2758 Chase (A) photo above shows a finished configuration machined to hold three, 1/8” diameter hole punches 
at 3.75” spacing (3.5” finished product with a .25” gutter between cards/tags). The punches are offset to punch the hole 
.187” in from the edge of the card/tag. Two sets of three punch mounting holes have been machined in the chase so the 
punches can be mounted to punch the hole to the right or left hand side of the card/tag.
Hole punch tools are self cleaning, side port eject tools.
Hole punches are held in place with brass tipped set screws, and can be replaced when worn.
Hole punch tool position is specified by the customer to match their requirements and the SL-2758 Chase (A) is machined 
to hold the punches accordingly. 
In some cases, multiple hole patterns (with the same or different diameter hole punches can be machined in one chase). 
For example: the chase above could also be machined to hole three, 1/4” diameter hole punches spaced to match a three 
ring binder.
On the Zip-TS2L, customers often add a decorative die cut on the T2 station to products that also require one or more 
creases. In cases, such as DVD/CD cases with snap closure, they may decorative die cut on the T2 station and need to 
crease and hole punch with the T1 Multi-tool.
To get the best results on the finished product, it should be noted that with any die cut, the side of the sheet facing the 
die cutting tool will always be the “best” side. To keep the “best” die cut edge facing outward on the finished product, the 
creases must be oriented correctly.
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T2 Tooling Station with 3:1 Square Punch Assembly

A. SL-2362 T2 Tooling Station with 3:1 Square Punch Assembly
 SL-2444 T2 Tooling Station without Punch Assembly (not shown)
B. 5846 3:1 Square Punch Assembly
  
Because of the large volume of waste material generated by the 3:1 square bindery punch assembly, a special T2 tooling 
station has been manufactured. The SL-2444 Tooling Station has a clear waste path beneath the punch assembly. During 
operation waste materials pass through the punch assembly/tooling station into the waste collection box.
Different bindery punch pattern assemblies can be mounted in the SL-2444 Tooling Station.   
The SL-2362 (A) assembly can be installed in the T2 tooling station on the Zip-TS2L.
The SL-2362 (A) assembly can NOT be used on the Zip-CSCL.
The SL-2362 (A) assembly is used to add bindery punch holes to books, desk/wall calendars, pocket notebooks, etc.
Individual square punches can be removed from the #5846 Punch Assembly (B) as required to allow bindery hole  
clearance from the edge of the finished product.
A single 1/8” diameter “nail hole” punch is positioned at the centerline of the #5846 Punch Assembly (B). This can be used 
when running wall calendars with a “nail hole” near the bindery punch holes or on the opposite side of the page (this can 
be changed in the program). The 1/8” punch can also be removed for calendars that do not need a “nail hole”.
The #5846 Punch Assembly (B) can be easily removed/installed in the Tooling Station when switching between different 
punch pattern, punch assemblies or when reconfiguring the individual punch tools.
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